SUPPLY CHAIN PLANNING FOR AEROSPACE AND DEFENSE

What are your supply chain pain points?
As production rates fluctuate, part families consolidate and the
pressure is on to keep costs and prices down, aerospace and defense
companies can struggle to plan effectively for their supply chains.

Too much complexity,
too little visibility

Deep, varied bills
of material (BOMs)

Inability to see impact
of engineering changes
on supply chain

Simulations aren’t
complete and demand
special skills to run

Multiple, disconnected data sources
and enterprise resource planning
(ERP) systems

KNOW SOONER, ACT FASTER WITH KINAXIS®
Using a single planning platform, Kinaxis unifies your supply chain
planning to streamline your processes, break down silos and plan
concurrently across every area of your supply chain – from S&OP
to demand, inventory, supply, capacity and more.

Fine-tune plans for
engineering changes
Integrate data from
multiple sources
With all your data on a
single platform, plans
get sharper, execution
systems are in the loop,
and your entire supply
chain has confidence in
its capacity to deliver.

You can test the impact of engineering
changes before they happen and time
them precisely to avoid excess and
shortage conditions.

See your supply chain
from end to end
Capture all supply chain
node data and plan as
one network, with full
end-to-end visibility in
your first 2-3 months.

Simulate rate changes
in seconds
See how rate changes could affect
your supply chain before implementing
and run what-if analyses easily—with
broad collaboration to ensure
alignment and feasibility.

Easily manage
complex BOMs
Balance demand and supply
for subordinate products at
each stage of production with
modeling from component to
subassembly to final assembly.

Make collaborative decisions
100X faster with Kinaxis.
Talk to us today and find out how to make your
supply chain planning faster, smarter and more efficient.
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